Airedale Terrier

Poem on other side of mug

A gorgeous dog, both fierce and fond.
It hails from isles across the pond.
Resplendent coat that's tan and black.
Exquisite stance, and sturdy back.
Determined hunter, guard or guide.
Alert and brave... ablaze with pride.
Let all your hesitations end:
Expect to greet a peerless friend.
COMPACTLY BUILT, DETERMINED, SMART.
ONE SOARING VIRTUE IS GOOD HEART.
COMPASSIONATE, SO FOND AND KIND.
KNOWS HOW TO PUSH YOUR CARES BEHIND.
ENERGETIC, SLOW TO TIRE.
RESPLendent WITH ATHLETIC FIRE.

SO MUCH EXCITEMENT WITHOUT TAIL.
PERPETUALLY WAGGING TAIL!
FACE WITH "SOFT AND MELTING" GLOW.
NEVER DOUBT AND NEVER SLOW.
ITS DOGS LIKE THIS WHO SPARK YOUR DAY.
ENRICHING YOU IN EVERY WAY.
LIVE THIS LIFE THAT'S FILLED WITH PLAY!
C  
Ockers Spaniel  

So much excitement without tail...  
Perpetually wagging tail!  

S  
One soaring virtue is good heart.  

P  
Compassionate... so fond and kind  

A  
Knows how to push your cares behind  

N  
Never slow and never slow  

E  
Energetic... slow to tire.  

V  
Resplendent with athletic fire.  

L  
It’s dogs like this who spark your day.  

E  
Enriching you in every way.  

L  
Live this life that’s filled with play!
Australian Cattle Dog

BLUE HEELER
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BUSTLING, BUSY, ON THE RUN.
LOTS OF ZEST AND LOTS OF FUN.
UP AND AT IT ALL DAY LONG.
ENERGETIC, AGILE, STRONG.
HELD'S THE CATTLE WITH COMMAND.
RECALL HIS MOVEMENTS, THEY'RE SO GRAND!
EVERY SWERVE IS FULL OF ZEAL.
LASY OWN HE'LL NIP YOUR HEEL.
EARNEST DOGGY MAKES YOUR DAY.
RUGGED WORK AND DAZZLING PLAY.
Australian Shepherd
Black
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Apparently there's been a rumour
unique myths about down under
seemed to give this dog a name...
the fact? he's state-side! (who's to blame?)
ranchers in the u.s. west
allowed him to become his best
livestock followed him in terrain.
invited in his cannot fail.
a dog devoted to each task...
no worries, all we need do is ask.

So kind and loving, faithful, fond.
his nick-named "velcro", such his bond!
excelling at frisbee, flyball, too.
perhaps invents a game for you.
how energetic... what fierce thunders!
exercise each day's a must!
rescue, therapy, and more.
decline this dog... whom you'll adore!
Australian Shepherd
Blue Merle
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A PARENTLY, THERE'S BEEN A RUDDOM
U NIQUE BREEDS ABOUT DOWN UNDER
S EEMED TO GIVE THIS DOG A NAME...
T HE FACT? HE'S STATE-SIDE! (WHO'S TO BLAME?)
R ANCHERS IN THE U.S. WEST
A LLOWED HIM TO BECOME HIS BEST
L IVESTOCK FOLLOWED HIM IN TERRIT.
I NVESTED IN HIS GAME CALL
A DOG DEVOURED TO EACH CASE...
N O WOBBLE... ALL NEEDS DO IS Ask.

S O KIND AND LOVING... TACTFUL, FOND.
H E'S NICK-NAMED "VELKRO", SUCH HIS BOND!
E XCELS AT FRISBEE, LEAPFALL, TOO.
P ERHAPS INVENTS A GAME FOR YOU.
H OW ENERGETIC... WHAT TIDAL THINGS!
E XERCISE EACH DAY'S A MUST!
R ESCUE, THERAPY, AND MORE
D EFINITE THIS DOG... WHEN YOU'LL ADORE!